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Your click to happiness!
First Verden Online-Auction
Verden. It is getting exciting, as the collection of the first Verden Online-Auction
is now available at www.verdener-auktion-online.com. Until September 14, those
interested in buying have the chance to bid easily from home on their desired
auction candidates.
Pictures, videos and pedigrees of 14 colts and 17 fillys descending from 23 different
sires form the collection of this online premiere. The stallions For Romance I and the
new Vice-World Champion of young dressage horses Secret can be found as sires of
the foals four times. Colman presents three offsprings in this auction collection. A
detailed photo and video gallery, as well as detailed information about the pedigree and
a veterinary examination protocol offer the buyer the highest possible transparency
about the collection of promising aspirants for dressage and show jumping. A second
video shows the foals also in the gaits walk and canter, as well as from the front and
from behind on solid ground.
Bidding is super easy and after a short registration, bids can be submitted for the
individual auction offers. The bidder is kept up to date on the status of the auction by email. For example, he receives a message as soon as the bid is placed with him, he is
outbid or, with a bit of luck, he wins at the end of the auction. By the way, it gets really
exciting when the auction time of each foal expires, as then the auction time is extended
by another five minutes with each bid placed.
"Only the best come to Verden, this also applies to the first online version of the Verden
Auction", explains auction manager Jörg-Wilhelm Wegener. "Around 120 foals were
presented to us for our Online-Auction premiere and we selected a small collection of
special quality for our customers. Now we are looking forward to an exciting auction
time and wish the exhibitors every success".
For any questions regarding the Verden Online-Auction, the staff of the auction office
and the customer advisors of the Hannoveraner Verband are always ready to help you
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personally and individually. All information as well as the auction collection are available
at www.verdener-auktion-online.com.
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